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global research, hands-on learning and extensive outreach. A top value in 
public higher education, Georgia’s flagship university thrives in a community 
that combines a culture-rich college town with a strong economic center.
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The only public archive in Georgia 
devoted solely to the preservation 
of audiovisual materials.
• Four full-time Librarians
• Four full-time support staff
• 8-10 student workers
• Processing analog collections
• Answering reference 
questions
• Bibliographic instruction for 
archives-centered classes
• Community engagement 
through screenings & 
outreach
• Digitizing analog media for 
access and preservation
• Creating descriptive 
and technical 
metadata








• Typing Peabody summaries
• Least technical, no internet






• Describing news footage
• More time consuming
• Peabody program transcript correction & summaries




• Wide variety of people on project:





• Volunteers / Interns
https://bmac.libs.uga.edu/pawtucket2
Big Data: What We Learned
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The ideal project
• Already in progress
• Learned quickly
• Worked on intermittently
• Tangible output
https://bmac.libs.uga.edu/pawtucket2
This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under 
CC BY-SA.
This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under 
CC BY-NC.
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More people on fewer projects
Match people to projects based on:
• Technological factors
• Internet connectivity and bandwidth
• Number of hours available
• Fewer hours- easier projects
• Skills and knowledge- match to project but:
• Expect everyone to take a while to get up to speed




Human Resources is your new BFF
• Get institutional buy-in
• Be sure everyone in the organization agrees with the allocation 
of resources
• Follow/establish procedures
• Develop clear lines of responsibility
• Are you the supervisor now?
• What if there are problems?
• How to track hours
https://bmac.libs.uga.edu/pawtucket2
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Smarter not harder: make a Form Letter




• Limited by remote communication
• As detailed as possible:
• Screenshots
• Step-by-step documentation of workflow















Promote your best workers
https://bmac.libs.uga.edu/pawtucket2
This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.
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Continued Feedback : Positive Message
Avoid "squeaky wheel" mentality





Create sense of belonging to a team with a purpose
• Emails
• Zoom guest speakers




Promote a sense of agency when possible and appropriate
• Feedback both ways
• GroupMe
• Self-assign logs to transcribe
https://bmac.libs.uga.edu/pawtucket2
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Special issues: Volunteers / Interns
Same or different projects?





Thank you for your time.
Mary Miller mlmiller@uga.edu 706.424.2452
Kathleen Carter carter.kathleenp@uga.edu 404.432.7731
